JONATHAN FRID VOMITS ON SILVER!
Presented October 2013 by Charles Savoie
Take care to notice the resemblance in hair grooming (and radiated
attitude) between actor Jonathan Frid who played the role of vampire
Barnabus Collins in the TV series “Dark Shadows” (1966-1971) and
permabear Jeffrey Christian of CPM Group---

The hairlines at the top of the forehead are similar though Frid’s ragged
edges were more melodramatic but it prompts me to ask---Jeff, do you
watch re-runs of “Dark Shadows?” Quite the frigid attitude you radiate,
Jeff, are you partly responsible for “cold weather patterns” in silver? At
http://www.ask.com/question/eyes-are-the-window-to-the-soulproverb we read--“There is an old English proverb that states, the eyes are the window to
the soul. This saying stems from a passage in the Bible, Matthew 6:22-

23. A form of this quote has been traced back to Cicero who lived from
the year 106 B.C. until 43 B.C. Many different poets have used this
proverb including William Shakespeare. It is basically stating that by
looking deeply into a person's eyes, you can tell who they truly are on
the inside.”
I showed this image of Jeff to 20 residents on the street where I reside,
asking for a character opinion based solely on the persona expressed in
this representation. I requested them to cogitate on it for at least 30
seconds before stating a view. None expressed a positive impression.
One person guessed he was a funeral home operator! However, we
aren’t relegated to trying to be psychic about Jeff as he has a record of
talking silver down like a champion salesman who wants people to buy
other things---just about any other things! Including maybe Morgan
Stanley certs for phantom silver storage? One of the current CPM
personalities was previously with Morgan Stanley, par for the course.
You expect to find horror symbols in a haunted house. It would not be
difficult to have a nightmare about the Jonathan Frid of silver in which
you realize he’s the sole cause of silver tarnishing. Less than two weeks
before his appearance at the Silver Summit, Jeff is still broadcasting
bearish signals from his “institutional” pals (shorts!)
In June 2005 I presented “They Don’t Want Us Around”
http://nosilvernationalization.org/48.pdf in which Jeff “Christian” was
quoted in American Metal Market Magazine, August 10, 1988, saying
this in a speech at a meeting of the Silver Users Association:
“I realize silver users don’t like silver investors and would rather not
have them around.”

Some years ago, Jeff “Christian” did sport somewhat of a “beatnik”
look---

Jeff apparently prefers a “windswept” look for his hair, as if suggesting
which way the silver winds have been blowing; we may easily become
tolerant of grooming differences; however, when our investments are
vomited on, this is not a matter to roll over about (even though our
mining execs and boards act like grocery store operators who looked
out the window and saw someone pick up a zinc cent at the far end of
the parking lot---it’s no bigger deal than that, so why take any action?
They still have the “whole store,” so to speak, the in ground ore, so why
make an issue that it can’t be mined, except by high grading at some
anemic profit?) Frankland, one of the most notorious spokesmen the
Silver Users Association ever had, was described in December 2004,
“Have You Seen This Man?” http://nosilvernationalization.org/39.pdf
“Walter Frankland Jr., executive director of the Silver Users Association,
criticized advisory services that have promoted the buying of silver.” --New York Times, September 29, 1970, page 67.
“Mr. Frankland rarely forecasts higher prices.” ---Wall Street Journal,
April 27, 1979, page 34.
“I am dismayed at the way certain individuals are acting in this market.”
---Walter Frankland, Wall Street Journal, October 26, 1979, page 48.
In “Beyond Greed: The Hunt Family’s Bold Attempt To Corner The Silver
Market” by Stephen Fay, 1982, page 165, we see--“In Washington D.C., the Silver Users Association was telling a tale of
woe to anyone who would listen. Walter Frankland, a man with hair
appropriately colored silver, had run into Bunker (Hunt) on January 7
(1980) at the CFTC. “I told him that I hoped he realized what he was
doing to silver users.”

On August 23, 2000, a great name in silver, Sunshine Mining Company,
filed for bankruptcy, because COMEX short sellers in collusion with the
Silver Users Association had run silver prices into the gutter so severely
that the company was suffocated of income. The Silver Users
Association is well aware a deeper agenda exists for silver than their
acquiring it at theft rates and giveaway prices, because were silver
allowed to rise in an untampered market, they would be more assured
of continuous supply, and at any time, needed only to increase the
price of their consumer goods to reflect any increase in materials costs.
The agenda is to crush silver on a perpetual basis to defend the
worthless Federal Reserve currency! Too bad Mike Boswell didn’t have
a chance to tell Frankland---“I hope you realize what you did to my
company and its shareholders.” It is hardly as if Sunshine was the sole
victim, as market capitalizations of all silver producers also took very
punitive “haircuts;” in effect, a scalping! Sunshine had been the largest
domestic producer of silver. Frankland and Christian have been pals
linking the SUA and CPM. Here’s a current view of Boswell
http://www.huntoil.com/Bio.aspx?Load=mboswell
Stephen Fay in “Beyond Greed” (1982) cited on page 255 something
from Bunker Hunt in the Dallas Morning News (no date or page number
noted) but circa early August 1980--“The shorts had the power to manipulate the market, break the
market, cost the longs a lot of money, and then turn the media--television, radio, newspapers---on the longs. I would have thought the
media would have been more discerning, but apparently the shorts had
a lot of influence.”
American Metal Market, July 5, 2002, reported Walter Frankland
wanted to buy 25MOZ silver from the Treasury, who he felt had it
unfairly squirreled away somewhere, for $1.29 per troy ounce! For this

and other gloomy details relating to the users see http://www.silverinvestor.com/charlessavoie/cs_february09_FesteringSilverAntitrustViol
ations.swf
Frankland sez, our silver’s worth one corncob!
Users always trying to do a hatchet job!
Try to take our silver, face a lynch mob!
Big vein in user’s head starts to throb!
CPM Group is involved with the International Precious Metals Institute
which is interlocked with the Silver Users Association and other
unsavory entities http://www.ipmi.org/officers/index.cfm Of course,
taste varies---for those with a taste for infamy, the IPMI, World Gold
Council and such have precisely the correct flavor.
Jeff certainly does have a history of deep association with silver users,
permabears and shorts! Most of you were already aware of this, so
let’s look at something else lurking, a la “Dark Shadows,” in his
background. Jeff was a central personality in the J. Aron & Company
division of Goldman Sachs, acquired in November 1981, which
subsidiary is widely understood to have been instrumental in revving up
the super secretive business of silver “leasing,” mainly from numerous
foreign central banks, including those of the Philippines and mainland
China. Butler has a long record of explaining why the concept of silver
leasing is in itself a fraud, so we won’t hammer over territory he
already covered. Personalities---that’s the thing that bears closer
examination! J. Aron & Company is still on the scene, at 85 Broad
Street, Manhattan, and connected to Goldman Sachs
http://www.manta.com/c/mt1mqz1/j-aron-co
At http://www.cpmgroup.com/who-we-are/industry-leadership we
read---

“Our members were involved in creating the modern gold and silver
leasing business, commodities options strategies, and project financing
using metals loans and pre-paid forwards.”
Gold and silver derivatives, other than shares of unhedged mining
producers, have certainly been very harmful in their effects of keeping
gold and silver locked up inside ores in the earth. Methinks the “plan”
all along has been to let us acquire metal at synthetically created
discounts, then when the supply runs dry, use the President or
Congress to nationalize us at “non-inflationary” (confiscatory) prices.
Christopher Columbus knew if he persisted in sailing west across the
vast ocean, he’d eventually hit land. Not to make myself his equal, but I
am that convinced that The Pilgrims Society can be inhibited as to its
plans to steal hard metal from us in this, or the next, administration.
There is no group up above this one in these United States, and it
continues in its refusal to make a roster public. Inside the organization
we should expect three levels, outer, composed of the majority of
members; inner, composed of the fewest, but most powerful,
members; and the middle circle. We need a Congressional subpoena
for a list, followed by a public investigation. I doubt that even 5% of
members of Congress who have expressed interest in auditing the FED,
would consider going along, at this time, with THIS proposal!
Gary Gensler, outgoing CFTC chief who presided over the recently
closed 60 month duration whitewash of naked shorts controlling the
silver price, was at Goldman Sachs from 1978 to 1996. Both Gensler
and Jeff Christian were at Goldman Sachs under the leadership of John
Cunningham Whitehead, a member of the inner circle of the U.S.
establishment who chairs the Goldman Sachs Foundation and has
funded at least a dozen major political figures---

David Rockefeller at left; Daisy Soros at John Whitehead’s right; Paul
Volcker (stole 60+MOZ silver from the Dallas Hunts) and John C.
Whitehead at International House in New York. Rockefeller has been a
member of The Pilgrims Society since at least 1949; Whitehead and
Volcker are of more recent, but long standing membership. I first
released a study on this nearly unknown organization in December
2004, “Meet The World Money Power”

http://nosilvernationalization.org/40.pdf with several follow-up reviews
of the Wall Street/Lombard Street/Threadneedle Street (London)
group; by mid 2006, a competent researcher, Joel Van Der Reijden from
the Netherlands, started releasing details about The Pilgrims under the
name of “Project for the Exposure of Hidden Institutions;” he and I have
very productively collaborated but are stonewalled for lack of a post
year 2000 or more recent roster. As of January 2011 my focus has
been “The Silver Stealers” a history of how members of The Pilgrims
out of London and New York have been attacking silver and gold both
as a group since 1902 http://silverstealers.net/tss.html By late June
2011, the organization finally erected a site www.pilgrimsociety.org
probably to allay fears of the gullible (“all we want to accomplish is
better USA/UK relations.”) The New York Observer, December 24,
2001, called Whitehead the “Czar of downtown New York.”
Pilgrims Society vice president Whitehead has been pegged as having
no less than 683 (six hundred and eighty three) board member
relationships
http://investing.businessweek.com/research/stocks/people/person.asp
Douglas Sherrod is second in command at CPM Group, and in his
storied career has been involved with Citigroup (Pilgrims Society) and
with the old British Kleinwort financial interests (Pilgrims Society
London). In 1966 Kleinwort acquired Sharps Pixley, and was on the
committee involved with the daily price “fixing” in gold, along with the
N.M. Rothschild firm (Pilgrims Society). Sir Cyril Kleinwort appeared in
the leaked 1969 list of The Pilgrims of Great Britain. He was a director
of the huge RTZ mining conglomerate and was also a descendant of
William of Normandy (William The Conqueror, 1028-1087). In “Our
Crowd” (1967) by Stephen Birmingham, pages 152-153 reported---

“There was one area in which August Belmont excelled. Its name was
Rothschild. When Goldman Sachs first dreamed of establishing an
international operation, they approached a London firm called
Kleinwort Sons & Company, to see if an English connection could be
arranged. Since the Kleinworts did not “know” Sachs or Goldman, they
discreetly inquired of the Rothschilds for a report on the New York
firm’s standing. The Rothschilds didn’t know either, and passed the
query along to Belmont. Belmont took his time about replying, but
eventually sent back a note, via the Rothschilds, saying that Goldman,
Sachs & Company was “one firm about which nobody can say anything
against.” From a distance of years, this lofty comment sounds like
damning with faint praise. But apparently, coming from Belmont, it
was enough to reassure the Kleinworts. The connection was
established, and Goldman, Sachs & Company were almost deliriously
grateful to Belmont “for so generously endorsing us”---an indication of
the awe in which Belmont was held on Wall Street. The Kleinworts of
London were held in equal awe.”
That book is one of the very, very rare instances of an author
mentioning The Pilgrims (page 418); but no details were provided, and
it was represented as just another high-powered Manhattan club.
August Belmont was a charter member of The Pilgrims in New York in
1903. His father was involved with foreign financing of the Northern
war effort. Wikipedia ridiculously claimed the elder Belmont arrived in
New York in 1837 to look after “jeopardized Rothschild interests”
related to the Panic of 1837. Even President Martin Van Buren
admitted the Panic, though involving simultaneous suspension of specie
note conversion payments on the part of the biggest American banks,
was nevertheless orchestrated by overseas interests (third annual

message to Congress, December 2, 1839) described in “Silver President
II” http://nosilvernationalization.org/66.pdf
Just think---CPM Group has a distant historical connection to William
The Conqueror. However, I believe the King would not have approved
of “paper gold” or “paper silver.” That is, not unless he was a
beneficiary of a scam of creating murky derivatives!
People like Gary Gensler, Walter Frankland and such are very unlikely
to rise into upper echelons. However, Jeff Christian could easily be a
member of The Pilgrims; and just as easily, not a member, but on the
take from them, and doing their bidding. Whitehead and Volcker, as of
2006, were vice presidents of The Pilgrims, as seen at a since deleted
page at Guide Star (the group is at 122 East 58th Street, second floor, Jill
Spiller, secretary) ---

Robin Duke of the Worldwatch Institute is the widow of Ambassador
Angier Biddle Duke of the old American Tobacco Company Fortune;
Duke Energy; Duke Endowment and Duke University. The Biddle in his
name reflected his Biddle family ancestry---tracing directly to Nicholas
Biddle, head of the gold and silver trashing United States Bank!
(Shuttered by Andrew Jackson) as described in “Andy By God Jackson!”
http://nosilvernationalization.org/70.pdf
Whitehead has been a top level functionary for another immense
fortune represented in The Pilgrims Society---the Mellons, as in Bank of
New York Mellon and the Andrew Mellon Foundation. He is a former
chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and therefore an
operator in the central bank gold swap/lease “program;” an overseer of
Harvard University; a member of Rockefeller University Council; and a

New York Stock Exchange director and of Pillsbury, Household Finance,
various others and chairman of the Securities Industry Association.
Gensler is just a flunky who worked under Whitehead at Goldman
Sachs. At the CPM site we encounter 4 tawdry, seamy pretensions at
rebutting the price censorship in precious metals, from April 1989 to
August 2008--http://www.cpmgroup.com/our-market-views/general-articlescommentaries/counter-arguments-silver-conspiracy-theories
At http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/10/04/us-cftc-chairidUSBRE99308A20131004 posted on October 4, we notice that
Treasury official Timothy Massad is touted as a replacement at CFTC for
Gensler. T.M. came from the Manhattan law firm Cravath, Swaine &
Moore, consistently rated as one of the world’s top 5 law firms, and is a
Pilgrims Society represented entity. In May 1979 I attempted to
converse with Sir Ivor Seward Richard, then British U.N. Ambassador, at
a university speech; to my knowledge, I was the only other person on
hand who knew he was a Pilgrims member. He related his maternal
grandfather was our Secretary of State William Henry Seward, who
made the Alaska Purchase from Russia in 1867! Seward was also
involved in an 1854 law firm merger that was the predecessor of
Cravath, Swaine & Moore. Describing the interlocking and overlapping
histories of The Pilgrims Society is far more fascinating than any fiction.
Paul D. Cravath (1861-1940), Pilgrims Society, was a founder of the
subsidiary group known as the Council on Foreign Relations in 1921.
Cravath represented Chemical Bank, in which the silver using Du Ponts
(Pilgrims Society) long held a big stake. Roswell Gilpatrick, who ran the
law firm from 1967 to 1977, became chairman of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, and was another Pilgrims member.

As an aside about Gary Gensler, evidently his relatives have been
involved in large scale fraud in Maryland including being part of an
“industry” that has under-reported its income by at least $63 million (as
of January 9, 2006) if true, what, Gensler worry about any IRS audit?
He was a Treasury Department official in 1997-2001!
http://www.abell.org/pubsitems/ec_underground_gambling._106.pdf
Conclusion---persons such as Walter Frankland and Gary Gensler are at
all times flunkies and figureheads, though it is certain the racketeers
will find a roost for Gensler post-CFTC in one of their many entities, or
in his family’s gambling activities in Maryland. Jeffrey Christian is also a
flunky and a figurehead, except the likelihood is greater that he
pertains to a higher echelon within the synthetic money mob than
these; and is a prospective member of the top organization, The
Pilgrims Society, the only remaining globalist group refusing to release a
membership roster. It is within this extraordinarily low profile
organization that exercises profound negative influence on our lives,
that I reckon to be the fountainhead of metals nationalization, and
punitive windfall profits taxation threats from both the White House by
way of FDR type Executive Orders, and Congress, in the form of totally
sickening and un-Constitutional legislation desired by today’s Feudal
Lords! I hardly think I could contain myself in Christian’s presence if I
were at the Silver Summit. Certainly spending time with my dog is a
more agreeable experience. Upton Sinclair (1878-1968), American
author, remarked--“It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary
depends on his not understanding it.”
Jeff??

